Press release

Keeping Industrial Ethernet networks always online
New TH LINK version for PROFINET, Ethernet/IP, Modbus TCP and Industrial Ethernet

September 2012 - In the latest TH LINK version, Trebing + Himstedt enhances the diagnostics potential for easy monitoring of industrial networks in even more locations providing permanent, efficient, and cross-protocol monitoring functionality. Product highlights include the automatic identification of installed yet not actively communicating stations, support of several IP address ranges and the optimization of the user interface further enhancing Trebing + Himstedt's trademark "ease-of-use" features.

The TH LINK diagnostics tool provides low-resource monitoring of Industrial Ethernet networks without the need of additional engineering thus saving significant costs for the user. An integrated web server provides information “on-demand” of network and device status via web browser eliminating the need for software installation. The neatly arranged and “easy to understand” display of key information on network availability enables rapid response to failures. Potential network issues can be identified early – both during commissioning and during daily operation – and targeted action can be taken based on specific troubleshooting recommendations. A detailed list of all devices in the network provides the means to document your plant or facility with little effort and at any point in its life cycle easily identifying faulty installations or configurations.
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About Trebing + Himstedt
Trebing + Himstedt is an international supplier of products and services for the optimal use of IT technology within the production environment. We are able to support the manufacturing processes of our customers with easy-to-use concepts and hereby enable a targeted access to production and process information. Our core competence lies in the seamless integration across various communication levels - from the automation all the way up to the ERP system.
Our products of the "Industrial Communication" business unit ensure the availability of industrial networks. The "Manufacturing Integration" business unit encompasses solutions for the production IT, with a special focus on the MES in the SAP environment.